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Abstract

We propose a theory of equilibrium in games where each player in the game is

team. In a team equilibrium, each member of each team has unbiased estimates of the

equilibrium expected payoff for each available action for that team. A team collective

choice rule aggregates these individual estimates into a team action. Existence is proven

and conditions on the collective choice rule are identified that guarantee team choices

to be stochastically optimal in the sense that the probability the team chooses an

action is increasing in its equilibrium expected payoff. We prove that team equilibrium

converges to Nash equilibrium in games played by large teams using any anonymous

scoring rule, such as plurality rule or Borda count. The team game framework is

generalized to games in extensive form, and team equilibrium converges to sequential

equilibrium with large teams for any anonymous scoring rule. The theory is illustrated

with some familiar binary action games.
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1 Introduction

For most applications of game theory in economics and political science, each ”player” of the

game is actually a team of players. For reasons of analytical convenience and longstanding

tradition, these teams are modeled as if they are unitary actors - i.e., single individuals.

Examples abound. In spectrum auctions, the players are giant corporations such as Verizon,

AT&T, and Sprint. The same is true in virtually any model used to study problems in in-

dustrial organization: oligopoly, limit pricing and entry deterrence, R&D races, and so forth.

In the crisis bargaining literature aimed at understanding international conflict, the players

are nation states. In the political arena key players include parties, civic organizations, cam-

paign committees, large donor groups, commissions, panels of judges, advisory committees,

etc. These “teams” range not only in size and scope but also in their organizational structure

and procedures for reaching decisions.

A basic premise of the theoretical framework developed in this paper is that the unitary

actor approach misses a critical component of these strategic environments, namely the col-

lective choice problem within each competing team. This premise is not merely conjectural

but is supported by a growing body of experimental work that has begun to uncover incon-

venient facts pointing to important behavioral differences between games played by teams

of players and games played by individual decision makers.

Many of the studies that compare group and individual behavior in games find that

team play more closely resembles the standard predictions of game theory. To quote from

Charness and Sutter’s JEL survey (2012, p. 158): “In a nutshell, the bottom line emerging

from economic research on group decision-making is that groups are more likely to make

choices that follow standard game-theoretic predictions...” Similarly, Kugler et al. (2012,

p. 471) summarize the main finding of their survey in the following way: “Our review

suggests that results are quite consistent in revealing that group decisions are closer to the

game-theoretic assumption of rationality than individual decisions.” A similar conclusion

has been reached in many individual choice experiments as well. For example a variety of

judgment biases that are commonly observed in individual decision making under uncertainty

are significantly reduced by group decision-making.1

1Such biases include probability matching (Schulze and Newell, 2016), hindsight bias (Stahlberg et al.,
1995), overconfidence (Sniezek and Henry, 1989), the conjunction fallacy (Charness et al., 2010; Tversky
and Kahneman, 1983), and forecasting errors (Blinder and Morgan, 2005, 2008), and inefficient portfolio
selection (Rockenbach et al., 2007).
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Given these extensive findings about group vs. individual choice in games, which cross

multiple disciplines, it is perhaps surprising that these observations remain in the category

of “anomalies” for which there is no existing general theoretical model that can unify these

anomalies under a single umbrella. In particular, one hopes such a model might apply not

only to interactive games, but also to non-interactive environments such as those experiments

that have documented judgment biases and choice anomalies. This paper takes a step in

that direction.2

Our theoretical framework of team games combines two general approaches to modeling

strategic behavior and team behavior: non-cooperative game theory and collective choice

theory.3 Non-cooperative game theory provides the basic structure of a strategic form game,

formalized as a set of players, action sets, and payoff functions, or more generally a game

in extensive form, which includes additional features including moves by nature, order of

play, and information sets. The focus here is exclusively on games played by teams in a pure

common value setting.4 The common value assumption is that all players on the team share

the same payoff function.

Collective choice theory provides a theoretical structure to model the effect of different

procedures or rules according to which a group of individuals produces a group decision. If

all members of the team have perfectly rational expectations about the equilibrium expected

payoffs in the game, then they could all agree unanimously on an optimal action choice, and

the collective choice problem would be trivial. For this reason, our approach relaxes the usual

assumption of perfectly rational expectations about the expected payoffs of actions. Instead,

individual members’ expectations about the payoff of each available action to the team are

correct on average, but subject to unbiased errors, so that members of the same team will

generally have different expectations about the payoff of each available action, which one

can view as opinions, but on average these expectations are the same for all members and

equal the true (equilibrium) expected payoffs of each action.5

2Charness and Sutter (2012) and others have offered some qualitative conjectures about factors that might
play a role in the differences between group and individual decision making. For example, perhaps group
dynamics lead to more competitive attitudes among the members, due to a sense of group membership. Or
perhaps groups are better at assessing the incentives of their opponents; or groups follow the lead of the
most rational member (“truth wins”). Of these conjectures, our model is closest to the last one, in the sense
that the aggregation process of the diverse opinions can produce better decisions if there is a grain of truth
underlying those opinions. However, this would depend on the collective decision-making procedures.

3There is also a connection with the economic theory of teams. See Marschak and Radner (1972).
4The assumption of common values seems like the natural starting point for developing a team theory of

games. In principle, this could be extended to allow for heterogeneous preferences among the members of
the same team, for example diverse social preferences.

5These errors have a similar role as the additive payoff disturbances in quantal response equilibrium.
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Thus, the aggregation problem within a team arises because different members of the

team have different opinions about the expected payoffs of the available actions, where

these different opinions take the form of individual estimates of the expected payoff of each

possible action. The collective choice rule is modeled abstractly as a function mapping a

profile of team members’ opinions (i.e., estimates) into a team action choice. Because the

individual estimates are stochastic, this means that the action choices by a team will not be

deterministic, but will be “as if” mixed strategies, with the distribution of a team’s effective

mixed strategy a product of both the error distribution of the individual team members’

estimates and the collective choice rule that transforms these estimates into a team action

choice. The equilibrium restriction is that individuals have rational expectations on average,

given the mixed strategy profile of all the other teams, which results from aggregation of

their members’ diverse estimates via some collective choice rule for each of the other teams.

Even though the collective choice rules are modeled abstractly, many of these collective

choice rules correspond to voting rules or social choice procedures that are familiar. For

example, if a team has exactly two possible actions, then the majority rule would correspond

to a collective choice rule in which the team’s action choice is the one for which a majority of

members estimate to have the higher expected payoff (with some tie-breaking rule in case of

an even-number of members). With more than two actions, this could be extended naturally

to plurality rule. Weighted voting would give certain member estimates more weight than

others. At the extreme, a dictatorial rule would specify a particular team member, and the

team action choice would be the one that is best in the opinion of only that team member. A

Borda rule would add up the individual opinion ordinal ranks of each action and choose the

one with the highest average ranking. Other collective choice rules do not have an obvious

natural analog in social choice or voting theory. An average rule would average the member

estimates of each action’s expected payoff and choose the action with the highest average

opinion. Thus, the notion of collective choice rules includes all familiar ordinally-based rules,

but is broader in the sense that it includes rules that can depend on the cardinal values of

the estimates as well.

The existing literature on games played by teams of players is extensive and growing,

and essentially all focused on experimental investigations of differences between the choice

behavior of teams and individuals. There are two identifiable strands depending on whether

In fact, if each team has only one member, the team equilibrium of the game will be a quantal response
equilibrium (McKelvey and Palfrey (1995, 1996,1997), because there is no collective choice problem. That
correspondence generally breaks down for teams with more than one member.
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the experimental task was a multi-player game (such as the prisoners dilemma), or a single-

player decision problems (such as a lottery choice task or the dictator game). There are

far too many papers to describe them all here, and the interested reader should consult the

surveys of experimental studies of groups vs. individuals by Charness and Sutter (2012) and

Kugler et al. (2012) mentioned earlier.

The focus here is on the experimental studies of games rather than single-agent decision

decision tasks, although we note that the broad finding in both classes of studies is that

group decision making conforms more closely to economically rational behavior than indi-

vidual decision making. The range of games studied to date is quite broad. The earliest

studies were conducted by social psychologists who were interested in examining alternative

hypotheses about social dynamics, based on psychological concepts such as social identity,

shared self-interest, greed, and schema-based distrust (fear that the other team will defect).

The consistent findings in those studies is that teams defect more frequently than individu-

als.6 Bornstein and Yaniv (1998) find that teams are more rational than individuals in the

ultimatum game, in the sense that proposers offer less and responders accept less. Elbittar

et al. (2011) study several different voting rules in ultimatum bargaining between groups,

with less clear results, but also report that proposers learn with experience to offer less.

Bornstein et al. (2004) find that teams ”take” earlier than individuals in centipede games.

In trust games, Kugler et al. (2007), Cox (2002), and Song (2009) find that trustors give less

and trustees return less. Cooper and Kagel (2005) find that teams play more strategically

than individuals in a limit-pricing signaling game. Charness and Jackson (2005) compare

two different voting rules for team choice in a network-formation game that is similar to

the stag-hunt coordination game. They report a highly significant effect of the voting rule.

Sheremeta and Zhang (2010) observe 25% lower bids by teams than individuals in Tullock

contests, where individuals bid significantly above the Nash equilibrium. A similar finding

is reported in Morone et al. (2019) for all pay auctions. Group bidding behavior has also

been investigated in auctions (Cox and Hayne 2006, Sutter et al. 2009).

We are aware of only two other comparable theoretical models of team behavior in games.

Duggan (2001) takes the opposite approach to the present paper, by assuming that members

of the team share common and correct beliefs about the distribution of actions of the other

teams, but have different payoff functions. The team action is assumed to be the core of a

6The experimental social psychology literature on the subject is extensive. See, for example, Insko et
al. (1988) and several other studies by Insko and various coauthors. This literature refers to this difference
between teams and individuals as a “discontinuity effect”. Wildschut and Insko (2007) provide a survey of
much of this literature in the context of various explanations that have been proposed.
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voting rule. With this approach, existence of team equilibrium typically fails because of non-

existence of a core for many voting rules in many environments. Cason et al. (2018) proposes

a model specifically for the prisoner’s dilemma game that incorporates homogeneous group-

contingent inequity-averse preferences and common/correct beliefs. The team decision is

determined by a symmetric quantal response equilibrium of the within-team majority-rule

voting game, assuming all members have identical inequity averse preferences. In their model,

voting behavior in the team decision process becomes more random as team size increases

which can lead to behavior further from Nash equilibrium, in contrast to the experimental

findings cited above.

We first develop the formal theoretical structure of finite team games in strategic form,

provides a proof of the general existence of team equilibrium. The effect of changing team

sizes on team equilibrium are illustrated with three examples with majority rule in 2 × 2

games. These effects can be rather unintuitive: while majority rule guarantees convergence

to Nash equilibrium with large teams, the convergence is not necessarily monotone in team

size; and individual voting probabilities within a team can be very different from the team

mixed strategy equilibrium. Section 4 characterizes a class of collective choice rules for which

team response functions satisfy a weak form of stochastic rationality, payoff monotonicity,

whereby the probability a team chooses a particular action is increasing in its equilibrium

expected payoff. This is a very broad class and includes all generalized scoring rules. We

identify stronger conditions that ensure a team’s choice probabilities will be ordered by

the expected payoffs of the actions. Proposition 1 establishes that, under the plurality

collective choice rule, every sequence of team equilibria converges to a Nash equilibrium as

the size of teams grow large. Section 5 generalizes this result by showing that it is true

for any anonymous scoring rule. We call this the Nash convergence property. Section 6

generalizes the framework to extensive form games, establishes existence, and proves that

the results about stochastic rationality and Nash convergence extend to extensive form team

games. In fact, every convergent sequence of team equilibrium as teams grow large necessarily

converges to a sequential equilibrium of the game. Team equilibrium in extensive form games

are illustrated in Section 7, with a simple signaling game and the 4-move centipede game.

Section 8 discusses the results of the paper and points to some possible generalizations and

extensions of the framework.
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2 Team Games in Strategic Form

A team game is defined as follows. Let T = {1, ..., t, ..., T} be a collection of teams, where

t = {it1, ..., itj, ..., itnt}, where itj denotes member j of team t. Each team has a set of available

actions, At = {at1, ..., atKt} and the set of action profiles is denoted A = A1 × ...× AT . The

payoff function of the game for team t is given by ut : A→ <. Given an action profile a, all

members of team t receive the payoff ut(a). A mixed strategy for team t, αt, is a probability

distribution over At, and a mixed strategy profile is denoted by α. We denote the expected

payoff to team t from using action atk, given a mixed strategy profile of the other teams, by

U t
k(α) =

∑
a−t∈A−t

[∏
t′ 6=t

αt
′
(at
′
)

]
ut(atk, a

−t). For each t, given α, each member itj observes an

estimate of U t
k(α) equal to true expected payoff plus an estimation error term. Denote this

estimate by Û t
ik = U t

k(α) + εtik, where the dependence of Û t
ik on α is understood. We call

Û t
i = (Û t

i1, ..., Û
t
iKt) i’s estimated expected payoffs, and Û t = (Û t

1, ..., Û
t
nt) is the profile of

member estimated expected payoffs in team t. The estimation errors for members of team

t, {εtik}, are assumed to be i.i.d. draws from a commonly known probability distribution F t,

which is assumed to have a continuous density function that is strictly positive on the real

line. We also assume the distribution of estimation errors are independent across teams, and

allow different teams to have different distributions. Denote any such profile of estimation

error distributions, F = (F 1, ..., F T ), admissible. A team collective choice rule, Ct, is a

correspondence that maps profiles of estimated expected payoffs in team t into a nonempty

subest of elements of At. That is, Ct : <ntKt → At, where At is the set of nonempty subsets

of At. Thus, for any α and εt, Ct(Û t) ∈ At. Different teams could be using different collective

choice rules, and denote C = (C1, ..., CT ) the profile of collective choice rules.

For any strategic form game G = [T, A, {ut}Tt=1], and for any admissible F and profile of

team choice rules C, call Γ = [T, A, {ut}Tt=1, F, C] a team game in strategic form. We assume

that team t chooses randomly over Ct(Û t) when it is multivalued, according to the uniform

distribution. That is, the probability team t chooses atk at Û t(α) is given by the function gtM

defined as:

gC
t

k (Û t) =
1

|Ct(Û t)|
if atk ∈ Ct(Û t) (1)

= 0 otherwise

An example of a team choice rule is the average rule, which mixes uniformly over the
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actions with the highest average estimated payoff. That is, let Ûk
t

= 1
nt

∑
i∈T

Û t
ik and define

Ct
ave(Û

t) = {atk ∈ At|Ûk
t

≥ Ûl
t

for all l 6= k} to be the set of actions that maximize Û
t

at

given values of αt and εt. This implies a mixed team strategy, gave, defined by:

gavek (Û t) =
1

|Ct
ave(Û

t)|
if atk ∈ Ct

ave(Û
t)

= 0 otherwise

Another example is plurality rule, which chooses the action for which the greatest number of

team members estimate to have to highest payoff. That is, define V t
k (Û t) = #{i ∈ t|Û t

ik ≥ Û t
il

for all l 6= k} and then Ct
pl(Û

t) = {atk ∈ At|V t
k (Û t) ≥ V t

k′(Û
t) for all l 6= k}. Then gpl is defined

by:

gplk (Û t) =
1

|Ct
pl(Û

t)|
if atk ∈ Ct

pl(Û
t)

= 0 otherwise

2.1 Team response functions and team equilibrium

It is important to note that the team choices are generally stochastic (unless C is a constant

function), and for any given distribution of other teams’ action choices, the distribution of

the mixed strategy by team t is inherited from the estimation error distribution via a team

collective choice rule. It is this distribution of each team’s choices under their team collective

choice rule that is the object to which we ascribe equilibrium properties.

Given a team game Γ = [T, A, {ut}Tt=1, F, C], we can define a team response function

for team t, P t : RKt → ∆At, a function that maps profiles of expected utilities for team

actions to a team distribution over actions by taking an expectation of gC
t

over all possible

realizations of εt:

P t
k(U

t(α)) =

∫
εt
gC

t

k (Û t)dF t(εt) (2)

where gCk (Û t) is defined as in equation (1). An equilibrium of a team game is a fixed point

of P .

Definition 1. A team equilibrium of the team game Γ = [T, A, {ut}Tt=1, F, C] is a mixed
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strategy profile α = (α1, ..., αT ) such that, for every t and every k = 1, ..., Kt, αtk =

P t
k(U

t(α)).

Theorem 1. For every Γ and C a team equilibrium exists.

Proof. This follows in a straightforward way. With the admissibility assumptions on F , the

integral on the right hand side of equation (2) is well-defined for all admissible F and P t
k is

continuous in α. Brouwer’s fixed point theorem then implies existence.

It is one thing to define aggregation rules in the abstract, but quite another to model

how such an aggregation rule might be implemented within a team. In a sense, team games

nest a game within a game, but the definition above models the game within a game in

reduced form, via the function gC . We discuss later possible communication mechanisms

that might correspond to different team choice rules. One possibility for the average rule

would be a mechanism in which each player announces Û t
i to the other members of the

team, and the team just takes the average, and then chooses the action that maximizes the

average announced estimated expected payoff. Because it is a common value problem for

the team, there is an implicit assumption of sincere reporting, and the team is choosing

optimally. One might also conjecture that free form communication within a group would

lead to group choice approximating the average rule, with a dynamic similar to what has

been theoretically modeled as group consensus formation (McKelvey and Page 1986 and

others).7 Alternatively, the group might decide using a voting rule, such as plurality, to

implement plurality rule. Before moving to the next section that illustrates the model with

examples, we prove following proposition.

Proposition 1. Consider an infinite sequence of team games, {Γm}∞m=1 such that (1) Atm =

Atm′ = At for all t,m,m′; (2) utm = utm′ = ut ∀t,m,m′; (2) ntm is odd for all m, t; (3)

ntm+1 > ntm for all m, t; and (4) C is the plurality team choice rule for all m, t. Let {αm}∞m=1

be a convergent sequence of team equilibria where limm→∞ αm = α. Then α is a Nash

equilibrium of the strategic form game [T, A, u].

7The formal connection between the average rule and the consensus formation literature is not direct, as
that approach assumes the members of the group share a common prior. Our model of estimation errors
does not specify a common prior distribution of expected payoffs from actions. Rather individual beliefs are
modeled simply as unbiased point estimates of an unknown true value.
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Proof. First, the statement is not vacuous because a team equilibrium of Γm is guaranteed

to exist for all m, and there always exists at least one convergent sequence of equilibria

{αm}∞m=1 by the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem. Suppose α is not a Nash equilibrium of the

strategic form game [T,A, u]. Then it must be the case that for some t, there exists a pair

of actions atk, a
t
l ∈ At such that αtk > 0 but U t(atl ;α)− U t(atk;α) > 0.

Because limm→∞ αm = α, there exists δ > 0, m <∞ such that U t(atl ;αm)−U t(atk;αm) > δ

for all m > m. For any t and any m > m denote by qtmkl(αm) that probability that

Û t
il − Û t

ik > 0. Since U t(atl ;αm) − U t(atk;αm) > δ for all m > m, we have m > m implies

qtmkl(αm) > H t(δ), where H t(δ) is the cumulative distribution function of εtik − εtil. Because

εtik and εtil are i.i.d draws from F t, it follows that H t(0) = 1
2

and hence H t(δ) > 1
2
. Thus,

for each m > m, at αm the probability that a majority of members of team t estimate that

action αtk has a higher expected payoff than action αtl is bounded above by:

Qt
mkl(αm) ==

ntm∑
k=n+1

2

(
ntm
k

)
(1−H t(δ))k(H t(δ))n

t
m−k

Since H t(δ) > 1
2
, we have limm→∞Qmkl = 0. But if the probability more members rank αtk

higher than αtl goes to 0, then since all the errors are i.i.d, the probability that more members

rank αtk the highest also converges to 0, which implies limm→∞ α
t
k = 0, a contradiction.

Accordingly, we say that plurality rule has the Nash convergence property. The intuition

behind this result is straightforward. First, the existence of at least one convergent sequence

of team equilibria follows immediately from the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem. The fact that

the limit points of such sequences must be Nash equilibria of the underlying strategic form

game follows from the fact that in the limit, the expected fraction of members who rank an

action first is ordered by the equilibrium expected payoff of that action. This implies that

for any action that is not optimal in the limit, the probability that action wins a plurality of

votes goes to zero, and hence only optimal replies can win a plurality of votes in the limit.

A different proof, but one that also relies on the law of large numbers, works for the average

rule as well. An interesting general problem is to characterize precisely the set of collective

choice rules that satisfy the Nash convergence property.
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The result for plurality rule illustrates two different effects on team equilibrium as a result

of changing team sizes. One effect, which is quite intuitive, is the reinforcement effect. For

any fixed strategy profile α, as n grows, the ranking of the estimated payoffs of different

actions by individual members of a team converges on average to the ”true” ranking of the

actions’ expected payoffs.8 Thus, for many rules, such as plurality rule and the average

rule, the choice of large teams will correspond to the choice the team would make if they

all shared common and correct beliefs about a. This effect is especially easy to see in the

case of majority rule when |At| = 2. In this case, suppose, for some α, U t
1(α) > U t

2(α).

Then for any admissible F , the probability that Û t
i1(α) > Û t

i2(α) for an individual member

of team t, which we denote by pt1(α) is greater than 1
2
. Thus, if n increases, fixing α, then

under majority rule, P t
1(U t(α)) =

∑n
k=n+1

2

(
n
k

)
(pt1(α))k(1 − pt1(α))n−k > 1

2
and increases in

n monotonically, eventually converging to 1, because an increase in team size increases the

likelihood of a majority consensus for at1, and this consensus is guaranteed in the limit as n

increases without bound.

Of course the analysis is more complicated than this, because, one cannot take α as fixed

when n changes, because there is also a second effect, the equilibrium effect. As n changes,

the team equilibrium α∗ changes, so, even in the case where |At| = 2, it will typically be the

case that for n 6= n′, U t
1(α
∗
n)−U t

2(α
∗
n) 6= U t

1(α
∗
n′)−U t

2(α
∗
n′), so p∗t1 (α∗n) 6= p∗t1 (α∗n′), which feeds

back and affects each team’s mixed strategy response. The equilibrium effect can produce

some unintuitive consequences for some games and some voting rules, and it’s possible that

the equilibrium effect can dampen or even work in the opposite direction of the reinforcement

effect. The equilibrium effect also arises when the size of one team changes while the size

of all the other teams remain fixed, which can result in different equilibrium team mixing

probabilities for all the teams.

One can also think of the Nash convergence result for plurality rule as being related to

a sincere voting version of the Condorcet jury theorem and obviously specializes to the case

where |At| = 2 for all t. The next part of the paper gives some examples to illustrate team

equilibrium under majority rule in 2 × 2 games, and show the variety of ways that team

equilibrium can be effected by sizes of the two teams. In particular these examples shed

light on the different roles of the reinforcement and equilibrium effects.9

8In fact, this reinforcement, or consensus, effect is true in a stronger sense. The average estimated payoff
of each action converges in probability to the true expected payoff of the action.

9Exploring the consequences of voting rules with more than 2 actions for a team introduce additional
aggregation issues that we do not wish to consider here.
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3 Team Size Effects in 2×2 Games with Majority Rule

The model is easiest to illustrate in the simple case of 2 × 2 games. Let T = {1, 2},
At = {at1, at2}, and the set of action profiles is A = A1× A2. Denote by αt the probability

that team t decides to use action at1. Then member i of team t estimates the expected payoff

if team t chooses action atk when team −t uses a mixed strategy α−t by Û t
ik = U t

k(α
−t) + εtik

where U t
k(α

−t) = α−tut(atk, a
−t
1 ) + (1 − α−t)ut(atk, a−t2 ). Because there are only two actions

for each team, the notation can be simplified by letting εti = εti1 − εti2 denote the difference

in estimation errors for individual i on team t and denote by H t the distribution of the

difference of these estimation errors, εti. Given that each of the payoff estimation errors, εti1

and εti2, are distributed according to an admissible error distribution, H t is also admissible

and symmetric around 0. That is, for all x ∈ <, H t(x) = 1 −H t(−x), implying H(0) = 1
2
.

Thus, we can write:

∆Û t
i ≡ Û t

i1 − Û t
i2

= U t
1(α
−t)− U t

2(α
−t) + εti.

A team choice rule, Ct, maps each profile of individual estimation error differences, εt =

(εt1, ..., ε
t
nt) into the nonempty subsets of At, and gtC randomly selects one of these choices

with equal probability.

In the examples below we consider the case where C is majority rule. Let K+(εt;α−t) =

|{i ∈ t| ∆Û t
i > 0}| and let K−(εt;α−t) = |{i ∈ t|∆Û t

i < 0}|, then majority rule is defined

by:λ

Ct
mr(ε

t;α−t) = {at1} if K+(εt;α−t) > K−(εt;α−t)

= {at2} if K+(εt;α−t) < K−(εt;α−t)

= {at1, at2} if K+(εt;α−t) = K−(εt;α−t)

That is, the team choice is the action for which a majority of team members estimate to have

a higher expected payoff, with ties broken randomly. We next illusstrate team size effects

under majority rule in three different kinds of 2× 2 games.
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3.1 The Prisoner’s Dilemma played by teams

Consider the family of PD games displayed in Table 1, where the two parameters x > 0 and

y > 0 are, respectively the payoff gain from defecting if the other player cooperates and the

payoff gain from defecting if the other player defects.

Table 1: Prisoner’s dilemma game

Column Team (2)
Row Team (1) Cooperate(C) Defect(D)
Cooperate(C) 5, 5 3− y, 5 + x

Defect(D) 5 + x, 3− y 3, 3

Suppose that both teams have n members and the same distribution of estimation error

differences, H, and let α∗n be a symmetric team equilibrium probability of choosing D in the

game.

If x = y is analysis is straightforward and intuitive. The expected payoff difference

between Defect and Cooperate for either team is U t
D(α∗n)− U t

C(α∗n) = y > 0.

Hence, for any player, i, on either team the probability their estimated expected payoff

difference between D and C, ∆Û t
i ≡ Û t

iD − Û t
iC , is greater than 0, is given by:

Pr{∆Û t
i > 0)} = H(y) (3)

Because this probability is independent of α∗n, and is the same for players on both teams,

call it, p∗, which is simply the probability that any individual on a team votes for D. Note

that for any admissible H, p∗ > 1
2
. Letting C be majority rule, given any p∗ we can compute

α∗n, which is simply the probability that more than n
2

members estimate that D yields a

higher expected payoff than C:

α∗n =
n∑

k=n+1
2

(
n

k

)
(p∗)k(1− p∗)n−k (4)

Observe that if n = 1, this reduces to α∗n = p∗, which is a fixed point of the the function p∗ =

H(U t
D(p∗)− U t

D(p∗)). limn→∞(α∗n) = 1. The proposition below shows that this convergence

is monotone in n, i.e., α∗n+2 > α∗n.

Proposition 2. α∗n+2 > α∗n

12



Proof. Suppose there are n = 2m+1 players and p∗ is the probability that each team member

defects, and compare this to the case where there are n+ 2 = 2m+ 3 players. The only case

where team’s decision changes when two new members join the team is if the original team’s

decision is determined by a margin of exactly 1 vote. Otherwise, adding two members does

not affect team’s decision. Then, there are two cases to consider:

(1) A majority of exactly m+ 1 defects, and the two additional members cooperate.

(2) A minority of exactly m defects, and the two additional members defect.

The probability of the first event is
(

n
m+1

)
(p∗)m+1(1 − p∗)m+2, while the probability for the

second event is
(
n
m

)
(p∗)m+2(1− p∗)m+1. Since p∗ > 1

2
,

(
n

m+1

)
(p∗)m+1(1− p∗)m+2(

n
m

)
(p∗)m+2(1− p∗)m+1

=
1− p∗

p∗

< 1.

Thus,
(

n
m+1

)
(p∗)m+1(1− p∗)m+2 <

(
n
m

)
(p∗)m+2(1− p∗)m+1 and hence α∗n+2 > α∗n.

Figure 1 displays the team equilibrium as a function of n for the value of and x = y = 2 and

H(x) = 1
1+e−.5x

.

Figure 1: Team equilibrium as a function of n (x=y=2)

Thus, in PD games where x = y the changes in the team equilibrium as n increases are

entirely due to the reinforcement effect because p∗ is independent of n. Adding new members

to a team just reinforces the tendency for the majority outcome to be D. However, if x 6= y

13



this will not generally be the case, as there will be an equilibrium effect of changing n, in

addition to the reinforcement effect, and these go in opposite directions. If x > y, the effect

of increasing n is buffered by the counterveiling effect that increasing α∗n leads to a decrease

in p∗.

Consider in particular the case where the size of the row team is fixed at 1 and the size

of the column team, n, is variable. In this case, for any n the equilibrium is of the form

(q∗n, α
∗
n), where q∗n denotes the single row team member’s defect probability, which depends

on the of the column team’s defect probability, α∗n. Note also that in general it will be the

case that the defect probability of individual members of the column team, q∗n, are no longer

independent of n, since q∗n will typically vary with n.

Thus, the equilibrium conditions are interdependent. Formally an equilibrium solves the

following two equations:

q∗n = H(x+ (y − x)α∗n)

α∗n =
n∑

k=n+1
2

(
n

k

)
(p∗n)k(1− p∗n)n−k

where p∗n = H(x + (y − x)q∗n) is the probability a member of the column team defects. If

x > y, we get the surprising result that q∗n decreases in n, while, as before, α∗n increases with

n. In the limit, for large n, we get:

lim
n→∞

(α∗n) = 1

lim
n→∞

(q∗n) = H(y)

Figure 2 displays the team equilibrium (q∗n, α
∗
n) as a function of n for the value of x = 5,

y = 2 and H(x) = 1
1+e−.5x

.

3.2 The ”Weak” Prisoner’s Dilemma

We next examine a class of team games where two teams, each of size n (odd), play a

variation on prisoner dilemma game displayed in Table 1, which we call the Weak Prisoners

Dilemma. While (D,D) is not a dominant strategy equilibrium, D is strictly dominant for the

row player and is the unique solution to the game in two stages of iterated strict dominance.

14



Figure 2: Team equilibrium as a function of n (x=5, y=2)

The column player is best off matching the row player’s action choice. We characterize the

team equilibrium for this class of games under majority rule. We have three free parameters

to the game, which is displayed in Table 2. The first two, x and y, are the same as above.

The third parameter, z, is the payoff gain the column player gets from cooperating if the

row player cooperates.

Table 2: Weak Prisoner’s Dilemma (WPD) game

Column Team (2)
Row Team (1) Cooperate(C) Defect(D)
Cooperate(C) 5, 5 3− y, 5− z

Defect(D) 5 + x, 3− y 3, 3

Let α∗n = (α∗1n , α
∗2
n ) be the team equilibrium probabilities of choosing D in the weak prisoner’s

dilemma game for row (team 1) and column (team 2). Following similar steps as in the PD

example with x = y, we have, for the row team:

p∗1n = H(y)

and

α∗1n =
n∑

k=n+1
2

(
n

k

)
(p∗1n )k(1− p∗1n )n−k

For a player on the column team, the probability of voting for D, p∗2, varies with n, as it
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depends directly on α∗n, and is given by

p∗2n = H(α∗1n (y + z)− z) (5)

and the probability that the column team chooses D is:

α∗2n =
n∑

k=n+1
2

(
n

k

)
(p∗2n )k(1− p∗2n )n−k (6)

For any values of n, y, z, and λ, this system of equations can be solved by first substituting

equation (3) into equation (4) to obtain α∗1n , then substituting this into equation (5) to

obtain p∗2, and finally substituting this into equation (6) to obtain α∗2n .10

Figure 3: Team equilibrium as a function of n (x=y=1, z=8)

Figure 3 illustrates how the equilibrium voting and team choice probabilities (p∗1n , α
∗1
n , p

∗2
n , α

∗2
n )

vary with n, for the parameters x = y = 1, z = 8 and H(x) = 1
1+e−.3x

. Notice that for rela-

tively small teams sizes (< 20) the column team becomes more cooperative as it grows. This

results from a combination of the reinforcement effect (since p∗2n < .5) and the equilibrium

effect (since α∗1n is increasing).

10If x 6= y then a fixed point would need to be solved for, rather than using this simple iterative procedure.
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3.3 Asymmetric Matching Pennies Games

We examine a class of simple team games where two teams, each of size n (odd), play a 2×2

game with a unique (mixed-strategy) Nash equilibrium, which we refer to a asymmetric

matching pennies (AMP) games. The payoffs are displayed in table 3, where a > c, b <

d, w < x, y > z:

Table 3: Asymmetric patching pennies game

Column
Row L R

U a, w b, x
D c, y d, z

In a team equilibrium α∗n, for any distribution of estimation errors, F , the probability

that an individual player on the row team estimates that U is better than D is equal to:

p∗1n = H(a(1− α∗2n ) + bα∗2n − c(1− α∗2n )− dα∗2n ) (7)

and the probability that an individual player on the column team estimates that R is better

than L is equal to:

p∗2n = H(z(1− α∗1n ) + xα∗1n − y(1− α∗1n )− wα∗1n ) (8)

These are the voting probabilities. As in the previous examples, given p∗1 and p∗2 we can

compute α∗1n and α∗2n , as the probability that at least n+1
2

members of the respective team

estimate that U (R) yields a higher expected payoff than D (L). Hence:

α∗1n =
n∑

k=n+1
2

(
n

k

)
(p∗1)k(1− p∗1)n−k (9)

α∗2n =
n∑

k=n+1
2

(
n

k

)
(p∗2)k(1− p∗2)n−k (10)

The team equilibrium is obtained by solving equations (7), (8), (9), and (10) simultaneously

for p∗1, p∗2, α∗1n , and α∗2n .

We know from Theorem 1 that for any admissible F, limn→∞ α
∗
n = ( y−z

y−z+x−w ,
a−c

a−c+d−b).An
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(a) Matching Pennies with a=5, x=1 (b) Matching Pennies with a=5, x=2

(c) Matching Pennies with a=5, x=0.5

Figure 4: Team Equilibrium in Asymmetric Matching Pennies

interesting feature of this game, or any other 2 × 2 game with a unique mixed strategy,

is that in the limit, individual team members are voting randomly. That is, limn→∞ p
∗1
n

= limn→∞ p
∗2
n = 1

2
, which is necessarily the case because the expected payoffs of the two

strategies are equal in the Nash equilibrium limit. Thus, in this class of games, the equi-

librium effect completely dominates the reinforcement effect, in the sense that, for all n,

U t(at1;α
∗
n) > U t(at2′ ;α

∗
n), and hence p∗tn > 1

2
for all n for both teams, yet limn→∞ α

∗
n 6= (1, 1).

The team equilibrium and the equilibrium voting probabilities are displayed in Figure 4

for the parameters w = b = c = z = 0, d = y = 1, a = 5, x = 0.5, 1, 2, and H(x) = 1
1+e−x

.
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4 Payoff-monotone and Rank-dependent Team Response

Functions

Individual estimated expected payoffs possess two intuitive responsiveness properties that

follow from the assumed structure of the estimation errors. First, the probability a member

of team t ranks action atk as having the highest estimated possible payoff is increasing in

U t
k(α), the ”true” equilibrium expected payoff of action k, ceteris paribus, a condition we call

payoff monotonicity. Related to this, and following from the i.i.d. assumption, a member

of team t ranks action atk’s estimated expected payoff as higher than action atl ’s estimated

expected payoff if and only if U t
k(α) > U t

l (α), a condition we call rank dependence. 11

The more general question that we address in this section involves identifying conditions

on team collective choice rules such that team response function will be stochastically re-

sponsive in a similar way that individual responses are. That is, we ask: For what class

of team collective choice rules will team response functions satisfy payoff monotonicity and

rank dependence? While these are not properties that are satisfied by every possible team

collective choice rule, we show that payoff monotonicity requires only two weak assump-

tions, unanimity and positive responsivenenss, and does not require any extra conditions

such as neutrality or anonymity. On the other hand, rank dependence holds only for a more

restricted class of neutral collective choice rules. Many non-neutral collective choice rules,

such as those that give a status quo advantage to an action, will fail to satisfy rank depen-

dence. We show that rank dependence is satisfied for Kt = 2 with any collective choice rule

satisfying unanimity, positive responsiveness, and neutrality, and for Kt > 2 with plurality

rule or weighted average rules.

4.1 Payoff Monotonicity

For any team game, Γ, P t depends on both the distribution of member’s estimation errors,

F t, and the team collective choice rule, Ct. In this section we identify conditions on Ct that

are sufficient for P t to be payoff monotone for all admissible F t. Specifically, we require

team collective choice rules to satisfy two axioms: unanimity and positive responsiveness.

The first condition, unanimity, simply states that if all members of the team estimate

11Furthermore, the estimated expected payoffs are continuous in U t and have full support on the real line.
Thus, they have properties similar to the choice probabilities in a quantal response equilibrium.
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that atk has the highest expected utility, then it is uniquely chosen by Ct.12

Definition 2. A team collective choice rule Ct satisfies Unanimity if:

Û t
ik > Û t

il for all i ∈ t and for all atl 6= atk

⇒

Ct(Û t) = {atk}

In addition to using this axiom to prove payoff monotonicity, it also guarantees that team

response functions are interior, in the sense that every action is chosen with positive prob-

ability. The second axiom, positive responsiveness, requires that the team choice responds

positively to all members of a team increasing their estimated expected payoff of an action,

keeping all other estimated expected payoffs the same. The following definition is used in

the statement of the axiom.

Definition 3. A profile Ũ t of member estimated expected utilities is a monotonic transfor-

mation of Û t with respect to action atk if, for all members i ∈ t, we have

1. Ũ t
ik ≥ Û t

ik

2. Ũ t
il = Û t

il for all l 6= k

Definition 4. A team collective choice rule Ct satisfies Positive Responsiveness if for

all atk, Û
t such that atk ∈ Ct(Û t), then for all monotonic transformations Ũ t of Û t with

respect to action atk, it is the case that atk ∈ Ct(Ũ t) ⊆ Ct(Û t).

This definition of Positive Responsiveness is essentially a cardinal version of the usual

definition of positive responsiveness from the social choice literature (see Moulin 1988). It

says that if an action atk is chosen at some profile of estimated expected utilities, and all team

members’ estimates of the expected utility of that action weakly increase, ceteris paribus,

then atk must still be chosen, and no new actions can be added to the choice set.

12For the ”standard” case of games played by one-person teams, unanimity implies that if n = 1 then
every team equilibrium is equivalent to a quantal response equilibrium (QRE) of the strategic form game,
[T,A, u].
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Many collective choice rules satisfy positive responsiveness. Obviously, any weighted

average rule, where the team choice corresponds to the action with the highest weighted

average of individual members estimates, is positively responsive. Plurality rule also clearly

satisfies this condition. Plurality rule is a special case of general scoring rules, which are

defined over ordinal rankings of actions. We show next that all scoring rules satisfy positive

responsiveness. Formally:

Definition 5. An Individual i Scoring Function Sti : At × RKt → RKt
, is a function

defined that Stik(Û
t
i ) = sim whenever |{atl ∈ At : Û t

il > Û t
ik}| = m − 1, for some given set of

Kt scores sti1 ≥ sti2 ≥ ... ≥ stiKt ≥ 0 such that sti1 > stiKt. Given a profile of individual scoring

functions, (St1, ...S
t
nt), The Team Scoring Function St : At × RntKt → RKt

is defined by

Stk(Û
t) =

∑nt

i=1 S
t
ik(Û

t
i ).

The individual scoring functions depend only on a team member’s ordinal estimated

expected utilities of the alternatives, and each alternative is awarded a score that is weakly

increasing in its estimated expected utility rank by that team member. The individual

scores for each team member are then summed to arrive at a total score for the team,

and the alternatives with the highest total score are chosen. This is more general than

the standard definitions of scoring rules in the social choice literature, where anonymity is

typically imposed (i.e., all the individual scoring functions are the same). We do not require

anonymity.

Definition 6. A team collective choice rule Ct is a Scoring Rule if there exists a profile

of individual scoring functions, (St1, ...S
t
nt), such that for all atk ∈ At and for all Û t ∈ <Ktnt,

atk ∈ Ct(Û t) if and only if Stk(Û
t) ≥ Stl (Û

t) for all l 6= k.

Examples of common scoring rules include: plurality rule, where sti1 = 1 and stim = 0 for

all i ∈ t and for all m > 1; dictatorship, where, for some i∗ ∈ t, sti∗1 = 1 and sti∗m = 0 for all

m > 1 and stj1 <
1

n+1
for all j 6= i∗; and Borda count, where sim = Kt −m for all i ∈ t and

for all m. We note that in our framework, every member of every team almost always has a

strict order over the Kt actions (i.e., Û t
il 6= Û t

ik for all l, k, t, i with probability one), so ties

in an individual member’s ordinal rankings are irrelevant.

Proposition 3. All scoring rules satisfy positive responsiveness.13

13If sti1 > sti2 for all i ∈ t, then the scoring rule also satisfies unanimity.
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Proof. Positive responsiveness follows from the fact that the value of the team score function

evaluated at any alternative is weakly increasing in that alternative’s estimated expected

utility for each team member, and weakly decreasing in every other alternative’s estimated

expected utility.

We can now state the main result of this subsection.

Theorem 2. If F t is admissible and Ct satisfies unanimity and positive responsiveness then

P t satisfies payoff monotonicity.

Proof. Let Ct satisfy positive responsiveness and unanimity and F t admissible. Suppose

that U t
k − U

′t
k = δ > 0, and U t

l = U
′t
l , ∀l 6= k. Then for all realizations of the estimation

errors εt, we have that U t + εt is a monotonic transformation of U
′t + εt with respect to atk.

So by positive responsiveness of Ct we have that if atk ∈ Ct(U
′t + εt) then atk ∈ Ct(U t + εt),

and if atl ∈ Ct(U t + εt) then atl ∈ Ct(U
′t + εt). So gC

t

k (U t + εt) ≥ gC
t

k (U
′t + εt) for all εt, and

therefore P t
k(U

t) ≥ P t
k(U

′t).

To show the strict inequality, P t
k(U

t) > P t
k(U

′t), we show that there exists a region

β ⊂ RKt×Nt
with positive measure such that if εt ∈ β, then gC

t

k (U t + εt) > gC
t

k (atk;U
′t + εt).

In particular, unanimity of Ct is used as follows to construct β such that if εt ∈ β, then

gC
t

k (U t + εt) = 1 > gC
t

k (U
′t + εt) = 0. That is, such that atk is uniquely chosen under U t + εt,

and not chosen under U
′t + εt.

Let Ũ t be an expected utility profile such that all team members strictly prefer some

action atl to action atk, all members prefer atl to all other actions atm (i.e., all members rank

atk second), and for all members we have Ũ t
l − Ũ t

k = δ
2
. Define

β = {Ũ t − U ′t + ξ : ξk ∈ (0,
δ

4
), ξl ∈ (−δ

4
, 0), ξm < 0}

Then if εt ∈ β, by unanimity we have Ct(U
′t + εt) = {atl} and Ct(U t + εt) = {atk}, so

gC
t

k (U t + εt) = 1 > gC
t

k (U
′t + εt) = 0. Since β has positive measure, and εt has full support,

we have that P t
k(U

t) > P t
k(U

′t), as desired.
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4.2 Rank Dependence

In this section we show that P t satisfies rank dependence for Kt = 2 with any collective

choice rule satisfying unanimity, positive responsiveness and neutrality, and for Kt > 2 with

plurality rule and weighted average rules. Neutrality is an essential property for proving that

team response functions satisfy rank dependence. Informally a neutral team collective choice

rule is one that is not biased against or in favor of any particular action. This is analogous

to the neutrality axiom from the social choice literature. Formally:

Definition 7. A team collective choice rule Ct satisfies Neutrality if, for all atk, Û t, for

all permutation functions, ψ : At → At of team actions,

atk ∈ Ct(Û t
1, ..., Û

t
Kt)

⇐⇒

atψ(k) ∈ Ct(Û t
ψ(1), ..., Û

t
ψ(Kt)).

Violations of neutrality of Ct lead to straightforward violations of regularity of P t. For

example, collective choice rules that favor a status quo action will typically lead to such a

violation. Consider Kt = 2 and a choice rule that selects action 1 if and only if all team

members estimate its expected utility to be greater than that of action 2, and selects action

2 otherwise. For any admissible F t, if the size of the team is large enough, a team using this

choice rule will select action 2 more often than action 1 even when U t
1(α) > U t

2(α).

Neutrality, along with admissibility of F t, imply that when the expected payoffs of team

actions are permuted, the team probabilities are permuted. This further implies an important

property that when two actions have equal expected payoffs, the team must play these actions

with equal probability.

Lemma 1. If F t is admissible, Ct satisfies neutrality, and U t
k = U t

l , then P t
k(U

t) = P t
l (U

t).
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Proof. For any permutation of team actions ψ, say that U t = (U t
1, ..., U

t
Kt) and U t,ψ =

(U t
ψ(1), ..., U

t
ψ(Kt)). By neutrality and i.i.d estimation errors across team members, we have

that

P t
k(U

t,ψ) =
∑

atk∈B⊆At

1

|B|
Prob[B =Ct((U t(atψ(1)) + εt1,1, ..., U

t(atψ(Kt)) + εt1,Kt), ...

..., (U t(atψ(1)) + εtT,1, ..., U
t(atψ(Kt)) + εtT,Kt))]

(11)

=
∑

atk∈B⊆At

1

|B|
Prob[B =Ct((U t(atψ(1)) + εt1,ψ(1), ..., U

t(atψ(Kt)) + εt1,ψ(Kt)), ...

..., (U t(atψ(1)) + εtT,ψ(1), ..., U
t(atψ(Kt)) + εtT,ψ(Kt)))]

(12)

=
∑

at
ψ(k)
∈B⊆At

1

|B|
Prob[B =Ct((U t(at1) + εt1,1, ..., U

t(atCt) + εt1,Kt), ...

..., (U t(at1) + εtT,1, ..., U
t(atKt) + εtT,Kt))]

(13)

= P t
ψ(k)(U

t)

The i.i.d assumption is used to go from equation (11) to equation (12), and neutrality is

used to go from equation (12) to equation (13).

Suppose ψ is the pairwise permutation of actions k and l, and suppose U t(atk) = U t(atl).

Then P t
k(U

t,ψ) = P t
ψ(k)(U

t) = P t
l (U

t) = P t
l (U

t,ψ). So whenever U t(atk) = U t(atl), it must be

that P t
k(U

t) = P t
l (U

t).

Next, considering the case of Kt = 2, we prove next that neutrality, together with

unanimity and positive responsiveness is sufficient to guarantee that a team response function

satisfies rank dependence for all admissible F t. This is proved below.

Theorem 3. If Kt = 2, F t is admissible and Ct satisfies unanimity, positive responsiveness

and neutrality, then P t satisfies rank dependence.

Proof. Pick any U t such that U t
1 > U t

2 and let δ = U t
1 − U t

2. Let U
′t = (U t

1 − δ, U t
2), then by
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lemma 1, P t
1(U

′t) = P t
2(U

′t) = 1
2
. Since Ct satisfies positive responsiveness and unanimity,

theorem 2, together with the fact that P t
1(U t)+P t

2(U t) = 1, implies that P t
1(U t) > P t

1(U
′t) =

P t
2(U

′t) > P t
2(U t).

If Kt > 2 the next two propositions prove rank dependence with additional restrictions

on the team collective choice rule.

Theorem 4. If F t is admissible and Ct is plurality rule, then P t satisfies rank dependence.

Proof. Consider any profile of expected payoffs U t. By neutrality and admissibility we can

without loss of generality label the actions such that U t
1 ≥ U t

2 ≥ ... ≥ U t
K . By lemma 1, if

U t
l = U t

k, then P t
l = P t

k.

Let Fi,k denote the marginal distribution of εik and Fi,−k denote the joint distribution of

εij, j 6= k. The probability that any individual team member i ranks action k highest is

pk = P(Û t
ik = U t

k + εtik ≥ maxj 6=k{Û t
ij})

=

∫
1{Û t

ik ≥ maxj 6=k{Û t
ij}}dF t

i

=

∫ ∫
1{Û t

ik ≥ maxj 6=k{Û t
ij}}dF t

i,kdF
t
i,−k

=

∫
(1− F (maxj 6=k{Û t

ij} − U t
ik))dFi,−k

Suppose U t
k > U t

l . Then for all εi,−k we have that maxj 6=k{Û t
ij} ≤ maxj 6=l{Û t

ij}j 6=l, so

pk > pl.

Now, still supposing that U t
k > U t

l , and therefore that pk > pl, denote by (n1, ..., nK) the

tuple of number of team members that rank each action first for a given Û t. For any choice

set B ⊆ At, let V B = {(n1, ..., nK)|∀ak ∈ B, ∀aj, nk ≥ nj and
∑K

j=1 nj = n} be the set of
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feasible ’vote’ totals that result in B being chosen. Then, since estimated expected utilities

are independent across individuals conditional on U t, we can write the probability of this

subset being chosen as

P(Ct(Û t) = B) =
∑
V B

n!

n1!n2!...nK !
ΠK
j=1p

nj
j

Let ψ : {1, ..., K} → {1, ..., K} be the pairwise permutation between k and l, that is, the

function that maps k to l, l to k, and all else to itself. Pick any B that contains ak and not

al. Then (n1, ..., nK) ∈ V B if and only if (nψ(1), , ..., nψ(K)) ∈ V (B−{ak})∪{al}, the set of vote

totals that results in the choice set being B, minus ak and adding al. Then, since nk > nl,

we have that pnkk p
nl
l > pnlk p

nk
l , so every term of the sum in P(Ct(Û t) = B) is greater than the

corresponding term in P(Ct(Û t) = (B − {ak}) ∪ {al}). So we have for all B containing ak

and not al, that P(Ct(Û t) = B) > P(Ct(Û t) = (B − {ak}) ∪ {al}).

Finally, define B0 to be the subsets of At that contain neither ak nor al, Bk the subsets

containing only ak, Bl the subsets containing only al and not ak, and Bkl the set containing

both. Then

P t
k(U

t) = 0×
∑
B∈B0

P(Ct(Û t) = B) +
∑
B∈Bk

1

|B|
P(Ct(Û t) = B)

+ 0×
∑
B∈Bl

P(Ct(Û t) = B) +
∑
B∈Bkl

1

|B|
P(Ct(Û t) = B)

P t
l (U

t) = 0×
∑
B∈B0

P(Ct(Û t) = B) + 0×
∑
B∈Bk

P(Ct(Û t) = B)

+
∑
B∈Bl

1

|B|
P(Ct(Û t) = B) +

∑
B∈Bkl

1

|B|
P(Ct(Û t) = B)
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P t
k and P t

l share all terms of the fourth sum, so

P t
k[U

t]− P t
l [U

t] =
∑
B∈Bk

1

|B|
P[Ct(Û t) = B]−

∑
B∈Bl

1

|B|
P[Ct(Û t) = B]

P t
k[U

t]− P t
l [U

t] =
∑
B∈Bk

1

|B|
[P[Ct(Û t) = B]− P[Ct(Û t) = (B − {ak}) ∪ {al}]] > 0

P t
k[U

t] > P t
l [U

t]

Therefore, whenever U t
k > U t

l , we have pk > pl, which implies P t
k(U

t) > P t
l (U

t).

We define a weighted average rule as follows:

Definition 8. A team collective choice rule Ct is an Weighted Average Rule if there

exists a profile of non-negative individual voting weights, (wt1, ..., w
t
nt) with

∑nt

i=1w
t
i = 1 such

that for all atk ∈ At and for all Û t ∈ <Ktnt, atk ∈ Ct(Û t) if and only if
∑nt

i=1w
t
iÛ

t
ik ≥∑nt

i=1w
t
iÛ

t
il for all l 6= k.

Theorem 5. If F t is admissible and Ct is a weighted average rule, then P t satisfies rank

dependence.

Proof. Consider any profile of expected payoffs U t, and suppose U t
k > U t

l . We have P t
k(U

t) =∫
1{
∑nt

i=1w
t
iÛ

t
ik ≥ max{

∑nt

i=1wiÛ
t
ij}K

t

j=1}dF t. Note that the probability that any of these

weighted averages are exactly equal is 0. Now, since F t(y − U t
k) < F t(y − U t

l ) for all y ∈ R,

we have Û t
ik >st Û

t
il, where >st denotes the strict first stochastic order, for all members

i. This order is closed under convolutions, so we have
∑nt

i=1w
t
iÛ

t
ik >st

∑nt

i=1w
t
iÛ

t
il. Since

1{z > 0} is increasing, non-constant and bounded, we therefore have
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∫
1{

n∑
i=1

wiÛ
t
ik ≥ max{

n∑
i=1

wiÛ
t
ij}Kj=1}}dF >

∫
1{

n∑
i=1

wiÛ
t
il ≥ max{

n∑
i=1

wiÛ
t
ij}Kj=1}}dF

P t
k(U

t) > P t
l (U

t)

5 Nash convergence

A collective choice rule satisfies the Nash convergence property if, as the size of all teams

increases without bound, every convergent sequence of team equilibrium converges to a Nash

equilibrium. The formal statement for the case of plurality rule is in Proposition 1. That

earlier result, namely that plurality rule satisfies the Nash convergence property begs the

more general question whether plurality is somehow unique in this regard, or if it is a property

shared by a broader class of collective choice rules. It is clearly not unique, as it is easy to

show that the average rule also has this property, as a straightforward application of the

law of large numbers. Thus the challenge is to characterize, at least partially, the class of

collective choice rules with this Nash convergence property.

The previous section identified conditions under which a collective choice rule will guar-

antee that the team response function will be well behaved, and in particular will choose

better actions more often than worse actions. Intuition suggests that rank dependence is

closely related to the question of Nash convergence. Is it true that every collective choice

rule that generates rank dependent team responses has the Nash convergence property? Un-

fortunately, the answer is negative, and is easy to see with an example. Dictatorial collective

choice rules generate rank dependent and payoff monotone team response functions, but

obviously fail the Nash convergence property. In order to achieve Nash convergence, the col-

lective choice rule must be responsive to the estimated expected payoffs of an ever growing

number of members of the team.

We next show that all anonymous scoring rules satisfy the Nash convergence property.

Definition 9. A team collective choice rule Ct is an Anonymous Scoring Rule if there
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exists a profile of individual scoring functions, (St1, ...S
t
nt) with Sti = Stj = σt for all i, j ∈ t,

such that alternative atk is chosen at Û t if and only if
∑nt

i=1 σ
t
k(Û

t
i ) ≥

∑nt

i=1 σ
t
l (Û

t
i ) for all

l 6= k.

Theorem 6. Consider an infinite sequence of team games, {Γm}∞m=1 such that (1) Atm =

Atm′ = At for all t,m,m′; (2) utm = utm′ = ut ∀t,m,m′; (2) ntm+1 > ntm for all m, t; and (3)

Ct = σ, an anonymous scoring rule, for all m, t. Let {αm}∞m=1 be a convergent sequence of

team equilibria where limm→∞ αm = α∗. Then α∗ is a Nash equilibrium of the strategic form

game [T, A, u].

Proof. Suppose α∗ is not a Nash equilibrium. Then there is some team t and some pair of

actions, atk, a
t
l such that U t

k(α
∗) > U t

l (α
∗), but αt∗l = ξ > 0.

Since Ct is an anonymous scoring rule, σ, we know that for all t, for all nt, and for all

atk ∈ At, atk ∈ Ct(Û t) if and only if

nt∑
i=1

σk(Û
t
i ) ≥

nt∑
i=1

σl(Û
t
i ) for all l 6= k

⇔

σtknt(Û
t) ≥ σtlnt(Û

t) for all l 6= k.

where σtknt(Û
t) denotes the average score of atk among the nt members of t at Û t. That is,

the score of atk is maximal if and only if the average individual score of atk is maximal. If

U t
k > U t

l then σk stochastically dominates σl, and hence E{σk(Û t
i )} > E{σl(Û t

i )}, where

E{σk(Û t
i )} =

∫
σk(U

t + εti)dF
t(εti)

Hence, at the limiting strategy profile, α∗, we have E{σk(Û t
i |α∗)} > E{σl(Û t

i |α∗)}.

Since U t(αm)→ U t(α) and σ is continuous in α it follows that σtkntm(Û t|αm)→ E{σtk(Û t|α∗)}

and σtlntm(Û t|αm) → E{σtl (Û t|α∗)} in probability as m → ∞. Therefore, E{σk(Û t
i |α∗)} >

E{σl(Û t
i |α∗)} implies ∃ m such that Pr{σtkntm(Û t|αm) ≤ σtlntm(Û t|αm)} < ξ

2
∀m > m. This

leads to a contradiction to the initial hypothesis that αt∗l = ξ > 0 since Pr{σtkntm(Û t|αm) ≤

σtlntm(Û t|αm)} < ξ
2
∀m > m, implies that αtlntm < ξ

2
∀m > m and hence αt∗l < ξ.
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A few comments about the generality of the result. First, the result does not imply

that equilibrium with larger teams are closer to Nash equilibrium than equilibrium with

smaller teams. It is an asymptotic result for large teams. Examples in section 3 show that

the convergence can be non-monotonic even in very simple games. Second, the anonymous

scoring rule does not have to be the same for all teams in order to obtain Nash convergence;

different teams can use different anonymous scoring rules and the result still holds. While

not formally stated in the theorem, it is an obvious generalization. Second, the rate of

convergence to large teams can differ across teams. Third, the result only characterizes

conditions that are sufficient for the Nash convergence property; the condition is clearly

not necessary as the average rule is not a scoring rule but satisfies the Nash convergence

property. Fourth, we conjecture, but have not been able to prove that the class is much

broader than anonymous scoring rules, including many other anonymous collective choice

rules that generate payoff monotonic and rank dependent team response functions. Scoring

rules operate only on the individual ordinal rankings of estimated expected payoffs. One

imagines that there are many collective choice rules that operate on the cardinal values of

the estimates and also have the Nash convergence property (in addition to the weighted

average rules).

6 Team Equilibrium in Extensive Form Games

A standard definition of finite extensive form games can be found in Osborne and Rubinstein

(1994), and specifies a Player set I ={1, ..., I}, an action set A, a set of sequences contained

in A called histories, Ξ, a subset of these being terminal histories, Z, a player function, P ,

information sets for each player, Πi, a feasible action function, A, that specifies the set of

actions available at each information set, and a payoff functions, ui, defined on Z. Thus

an extensive form game, in shorthand, can be written as Γ = (I,A,Ξ, Z, P,Π, A, u). We

extend this definition to (finite) team extensive form games, using this notation. As in the

definition of team games in strategic form, let T = {0, 1, ..., t, ..., T} be a finite collection of

teams, t = {it1, ..., itj, ..., itnt}, where each team consists of nt members, or individuals, and

denote the team size profile by n = (n1, ..., nT ). Team “0” is designated chance. Let A be

a finite set of actions and Ξ be a finite set of histories, that satisfy two properties: ∅ ∈ Ξ;

and (a1, ..., aK) ∈ Ξ ⇒ (a1, ..., aL) ∈ Ξ for all L < K. A history h = (a1, ..., aK) ∈ Z ⊆ Ξ is

terminal if there does not exist a ∈ A such that (h, a) ∈ Ξ, and the set of terminal histories
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is denoted Z. The set of actions available at any non-terminal history h is determined

by the function A : Ξ → 2A, where A(h) = {a|(h, a) ∈ Ξ}. There is a player function

P : Ξ − Z → T that assigns each history to a unique team. Without loss of generality,

assume that P (∅) = 0 and P (h) 6= 0 for all h 6= ∅), and denote by b0 the probability

distribution of chance actions at h = ∅ and assume without loss of generality that b0(a) > 0

for all a ∈ A(∅). For each t ∈ {0, 1, ..., t, ..., T}, there is an information partition Πt of

{h ∈ Ξ|P (h) = t}. Elements of Πt are t’s information sets, and are denoted H t
l , where l

indexes t’s information sets. The set of available actions to t are the same in all histories

that belong to the same information set. That is, if h ∈ H t
l and h′ ∈ H t

l for some H t
l ∈ Πt

then A(h) = A(h′) ≡ A(H t
l ) = {atl1, ..., atlk, ..., atlKt

l
} where Kt

l = |A(H t
l )|.

The payoff function of the game for team t 6= 0 is given by ut : Z → <. Given any terminal

history z ∈ Z, all members of team t receive the payoff ut(z). A behavioral strategy for team

t is a function bt = (bt1, ..., b
t
l , ..., b

t
Lt), where Lt = |Πt| and btj : H t

l → ∆A(H t
l ), where ∆A(H t

l )

is the set of probability distributions over A(H t
l ). Denote by B the set of behavioral strategy

profiles, and Bo the interior of B (i.e., the set of totally mixed behavioral strategy profiles).

Each behavioral strategy profile b ∈ Bo determines a strictly positive realization proba-

bility ρ(z|b) for each z ∈ Z. For any t 6= 0 and b ∈ Bo, define the expected payoff function

for team t, vi : Bo → R by:

vt(b) =
∑
z∈Z

ρ(z|b)ut(z).

Similarly, for any t 6= 0 and any information set H t
l ∈ Πt, and for each alk ∈ A(H t

l ), any

b ∈ Bo determines a strictly positive conditional realization probability ρ(z|H t
l , b, alk) for each

z ∈ Z.14 This is the probability distribution over Z, conditional on reaching H t
l given the

behavioral strategy profile b, with btl replaced with the pure action alk. For each t 6= 0, for

each H t
l ∈ Πt, and for each alk ∈ A(H t

l ), define the conditional payoff function by

U t
lk(b) =

∑
z∈Z

ρ(z|H t
l , b, alk)u

t(z).

This is the conditional payoff to t of playing the (pure) action alk ∈ A(H t
l ) at H t

l with

probability one, and otherwise all teams (including t) playing b elsewhere.

The rest of the formal description of extensive form team games closely follows the

14The restriction to Bo is without loss of generality in our framework, as we will show later.
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structure of team games in strategic form. At each information set H t
l , each member of

team t gets a noisy estimate of the true conditional payoff of each currently available action,

given a behavioral strategy profile of the other teams, b−t. These estimates are aggregated

into a team decision via a team collective choice rule, Ct
l . We will assume Ct

l satisfies

Unanimity for all t and l, and therefore expecting over all noisy estimates will lead to a

totally mixed team behavioral strategy, btl ∈ Bo, at that information set.

Formally, given b ∈ Bo, for every t, and each of t’s information sets, H t
l ∈ Πt, at any

history in H t
l , for each alk ∈ A(H t

l ) member i ∈ t observes an estimate of U t
lk(b) equal

to the true conditional expected payoff (U t
lk(b)) plus an estimation error term. That is,

Û t
ilk(b) = U t

lk(b)+εtilk. We call Û t
il(b) = (Û t

il1(b), ..., Û
t
ilKt

l
(b)) member i’sestimated conditional

payoffs at H t
l , given b. Denote by Û t

l (b) = (Û t
1l(b), ..., Û

t
ntl(b)) is the profile of member

estimated conditional payoffs at H t
l ∈ Πt. The estimation errors for members of team t

are i.i.d. draws from a commonly known admissible probability distribution F t
l . We also

assume the estimation errors are independent across information sets, but allow different

distributions at different information sets.

A team collective choice rule at information set H t
l , C

t
l , is a correspondence that maps

profiles of member estimated payoffs at H t
l ∈ Πt into a subset of elements of A(H t

l ). Thus,

Ct
l is a social choice correspondence. That is, Ct

l : <ntKt
l → 2A(H

t
l ), so Ct

l (Û
t) ⊆ A(H t

l ). In

principle, teams could be using different collective choice rules at different information sets,

and denote C = (C1, ..., CT ), where Ct = (Ct
1, ..., C

t
Lt). We assume that team t always mixes

uniformly over Ct
l (Ûl

t
). That is, the probability team t chooses atlk at Ûl

t
(b) is given by the

function gt defined as:

g
Ctl
lk (Û t

l ) =
1

|Ct
l (Û

t
l )|

if atlk ∈ Ct
l (Ûl

t
)

= 0 otherwise

Given a behavioral strategy profile, b, for each realization of (εtl1, ..., ε
t
lnt) at information

set H t
l ∈ Πt,, team t using collective choice rule Ct

l at H t
l is assumed to take the action

alk ∈ A(H t
l ) with probability g

Ctl
lk (Û t

l ).

We require the profile of collective choice rules to satisfy Unanimity, defined similarly to

Definition 3. That is, for every team t 6= 0 and every information set H t
l ∈ Πt, if Û t

ilk > Û t
ilk′

for all alk′ ∈ A(H t
l ) − {alk} and for all i ∈ t, then Ct

l (Ûl
t
) = {alk}. It is important to note

that our assumptions about F , together with unanimity of the collective choice rules, imply
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that for every t, every H t
l ∈ Πt, and every a ∈ A(H t

l ), the probability that εtl is such that

Û t
ilk > Û t

ilk′ for all alk′ ∈ A(H t
l ) − {alk} and for all i ∈ t is strictly positive. Therefore the

behavioral strategies implied by the team choice probabilities are always totally mixed. That

is for all b ∈ Bo, for all t ∈ T, for all H t
l ∈ Πt, and for all a ∈ A(H t

l ), P
t
lk(U

t
l (b)) > 0, and

hence every possible history in the game occurs with positive probability. Thus, there are no

”off-path” histories, so ρ(z|H t
l , b, alk) is always well-defined and computed according Bayes’

rule.

Team response functions are defined in the following way. Any totally mixed behavioral

strategy profile, b, implies a profile of true conditional expected continuation payoffs U t
l for

each action at each information set H t
l . Given U t

l , the team collective choice rule, Ct
l , and

the distribution of individual estimation errors, F t
l , together imply a behavioral strategy

response to b for team t at information set H t
l , which we denote a team response function

for team t by P t, where P t
lk specifies the probability εtl is such that atlk is the team’s action

choice at H t
l in response to b. That is:

P t
lk(U

t
l (b)) =

∫
εtl

g
Ctl
lk (Û t

lk(b))dF
t
l (ε

t
l) (14)

where F t
l denotes the distribution of εtl = (εtl1, ..., ε

t
lnt). For any extensive form game, any ad-

missible F, and any profile of collective choice rules C call Γ = [T,A,Ξ, A, P,Π, b0, {ut}Tt=1, F, C]

a team game in extensive form. An equilibrium of a team game in extensive form is a fixed

point of P .

Definition 10. A team equilibrium of the team extensive form game ΓT = [T, n,Ξ, Z,A, P,Π, A, u, F, C]

is a behavioral strategy profile b such that, for every t 6= 0, and every information set H t
l ∈ Πt

and every atlk ∈ A(H t
l ), btlk = P t

lk(U
t(b)).

Theorem 7. For every team game in extensive form a team equilibrium exists and is in

totally mixed behavioral strategies.

Proof. For each t, and each H t
l ∈ Πt and each a ∈ A(H t

l ), define:

btlk = inf
b∈Bo

P t
lk(U

t
l (b))

By Unanimity of Ct
l , P

t
lk(U

t
l (b)) > 0 so btlk ≥ 0. Furthermore, we have btlk > 0 since U t

l (b) is
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uniformly bounded in Bo for all t and l, and hence P t
lk(U

t
l (b)) is bounded strictly away from

0 for all t, l and k and for all b ∈ Bo. Define:

B
o

= {b ∈ B|btlk ≥ btlk for all t, l and k} ⊂ Bo.

Since B
o

is compact and convex and P t
lk is a continuous function for all t, l and k, by

Brouwer’s fixed point theorem there exists a b ∈ B
o

such that btlk = P t
lk(U

t(b)) for all t, l

and k.

A few observations about team equilibria in extensive form games are worth noting.

First, the results in Section 4 about conditions for team response functions to satisfy payoff

monotonicity and rank dependence carry through to extensive form team games, as applied

to the behavioral strategies of each team. This is formally stated as follows.

Theorem 8. For each t, Πt, and H t
l ∈ Πt, if F t

l is admissible and Ct
l satisfies unanimity

and positive responsiveness then P t
l satisfies payoff monotonicity. Furthermore, if Ct

l also

satisfies neutrality and |A(H t
l )| = 2, or if |A(H t

l )| > 2 and Ct
l is plurality rule or a weighted

average rule, then P t
l satisfies rank dependence.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorems 2, 3, and 4.

Second, a stronger version of the Nash convergence property holds for team extensive

form games. It is stronger because any limit point of a sequence of team equilibria in an

extensive form game when teams become large is not just a Nash equilibrium, but must

also be sequentially rational. This follows because equilibria in team games are always in

Bo, so all information sets are on the equilibrium path and continuation payoffs are always

computed simply using Bayes’ rule. This is formally stated as follows.

Theorem 9. Consider an infinite sequence of team extensive form games,
{

ΓTm
}∞
m=1

, where

ΓTm = [T, n,Ξ, Z,A, P,Π, A, u, F, C],where m indexes an increasing sequence of team sizes,

with all the other characteristics of the game being the same. That is, ntm+1 > ntm for all m, t.

Suppose Ct
lm is an anonymous scoring rule for all m, t, l and let {b∗m}∞m=1 be a convergent

sequence of team equilibria where limm→∞ b
∗
m = b∗. Then b∗ is a sequential equilibrium

strategy of the corresponding extensive form game Γ = (I,Ξ, Z,A, P,Π, A, u).
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Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 6 except to additionally

show that limit points are sequentially rational. First, the statement is not vacuous be-

cause for each m there exists at least one team equilibrium, b∗m, and hence exists at least

one convergent sequence of equilibria {b∗m}∞m=1 by the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem, with

limm→∞ b
∗
m = b∗. What we need to show is that there exist consistent beliefs, µ∗ (i.e., as-

signments of a probability distribution over the histories at each information set that satisfy

the Kreps-Wilson (1982) consistency criterion) such that, under those beliefs b∗ specifies

optimal behavior at each information set. That is, b∗ is sequentially rational given µ∗ and

µ∗ is consistent with b∗.

We first show that µ∗ is consistent with b∗. Because F t has full support for all t and

plurality rule satisfies unanimity, it follows that b∗m >> 0 for all m. That is, for everym, t,H t
l ,

and atlk ∈ A(H t
l ), b

t∗
mlk > 0. Consequently every history occurs with positive probability, so,

by Bayes’ rule, for each information set H t
l , and for all m, µ∗lm is uniquely defined, where

µ∗lm denotes the equilibrium beliefs over the histories in the information set H t
l . Since µ

varies continuously with b there is a unique limit, µ∗ = limm→∞ µ
∗
m. Since µ∗m >> 0, and

limm→∞ b
∗
m = b∗ it follows that µ∗ and consistent beliefs under b∗.

What remains to be shown is that bt∗l is optimal for all t and for all H t
l . The proof is

virtually the same as the proof of Theorem 6, so we omit it.

Third, extensive form team games include games of incomplete information where teams

have private information. For example, each team may have private information about ut.

We work through an example of such a game in the next section (A Simplified Poker Game).

In principle, the approach could be extended to allow individual team members to have

private information in the form of payoff disturbances, which would introduce preference

heterogeneity within a team. For example, in the centipede game, different players on the

same team may have different degrees of altruism and hence disagree on which is the best

action, even without any error in the estimated expected payoffs. This leads naturally to

incentives for strategic behavior the the collective choice procedure (for example, strategic

voting), and would complicate matters considerably.

Fourth, there is a rough connection between team equilibria and the extensive form ver-

sion of quantal resopnse equilibrium (Mckelvey and Palfrey 1998), with the difference being
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that the disturbances are not private value payoffs, but estimation errors, so all members of

a team have common values. As in the agent model of quantal response equilibrium, in team

games it is assumed that estimated expected continuation payoffs of each member of t at H t
l

are not observed until H t
l is reached. If instead, each member of t observed all it’s estimates

at the beginning of the game, this would complicate the model somewhat, and would require

specifying additional consistency conditions on the entire profile of a member’s estimates.

A last observation is that an alternative way to model team equilibrium in extensive

form games would be to apply the theory developed in Section 3 of this paper to the normal

form or reduced normal form of the game. However, the team equilibria are not invariant

to inessential transformations of the extensive form, so equilibria of the normal form or the

reduced normal form will in general not be observationally equivalent to team equilibria

in behavioral strategies derived from the extensive form. Such theoretical differences could

suggest interesting testable implications of the team equilibrium framework.

7 Examples of Team Size Effects in Extensive Form

Games with Majority Rule.

7.1 The Simplified Poker Game

There are two teams, 1 and 2. Team 1 begins by drawing a card, which can be either a high

card or low card, with a common knowledge prior π probability of drawing the high card.

After seeing the card, 1 chooses whether to bet (B) or fold (F). If 1 folds, 1 loses the ‘ante’,

a and 2 earns a, that is the payoff is (−a, a). If 1 bets, 2 can either call or fold. If 2 folds,

the payoff is (a,−a). If 2 calls, then if 1 has the high card 1 wins the bet + ante, (b + a)

and B loses the same amount, that is the payoff is (a + b,−(a + b)). If 1 has the low card

then the payoffs are (−(a+ b), a+ b).

There is a unique Nash equilibrium to this game, in which 1 bets whenever 1 has the

high card and mixes between betting and folding with the low card. If 1 bets, then 2 mixes

between calling and folding. The equilibrium probability of betting with the low card p∗ and

calling q∗ are given by
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p∗ =
π

1− π
b

2a+ b

q∗ =
2a

2a+ b

for any set of parameters such that a > 0, b > 0, π ≤ 2a+b
2a+2b

.15 For any such set of parameters,

team equilibria converge to this equilibrium at any value of λ. However, the comparative

statics of how the team equilibrium mixing probabilities change with group size is strongly

affected by the game parameters, π, a, b.

In fact, there is a significant bias for small teams, and the direction of bias depends on the

underlying parameters of the game. For example, when π = 1/2, a = 1, b = 10, and λ = 1/4,

then Team 1 under-bets with the low card, and team 2 over-calls. Thus convergence to p∗ is

from below, while convergence to q∗ is from above, with less under-betting and over-calling

as team size increases.

However, if we reverse the magnitudes of the ante and bet amounts to a = 5 and b = 1,

then we get the opposite direction of convergence: teams over-bet and under-call at low

team sizes. Thus convergence to p∗ is from above, while convergence to q∗ is from below,

with less over-betting and under-calling as team size increases. This is illustrated in Figure

5 for (odd) team sizes ranging from 1 to 59.

(a) Poker Game with a = 1, b = 10,
λ = 1/4

(b) Poker Game with a = 5, b = 1,
λ = 1/4

Figure 5: Team Equilibrium in the Poker Game

15If π > 2a+b
2a+2b the Nash equilibrium is for 1 to always bet and 2 to always fold.
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7.2 Sequential Weak Prisoner’s Dilemma

Next, we examine a sequential version of the Weak Prisoner’s Dilemma, the simultaneous

version of which we analyzed in section 3 (Table 2). In the sequential game, the equilibrium

outcome depends on the order of moves. If column moves first, the unique subgame perfect

Nash equilibrium is for both teams to defect. This is because after either cooperate or

defect is chosen by column, row is better off choosing to defect. Since column optimizes by

matching row’s action, column should choose defect.

However, when row moves first, the unique subgame perfect equilibrium is for both

teams to cooperate. This is because in equilibrium team 2 will choose whichever action

team 1 chooses, defect after defect and cooperate after cooperate, and so team 1 will choose

cooperate since C > D.

Figure 6 displays the team equilibrium for the two versions of this game with x = y = 1,

and z = 8, the same parameter values used for the analysis of the simultaneous version in

Section 3. The left panel shows the team equilibria if team 2 (column) moves first, and the

right panel for the case where team 1 (row) moves first, for (odd) n ranging from 1 to 199,

and H(x) = 1
1+e−x/8

. The solid light gray line is the team 2’s (first mover) defect probability,

and the dashed light gray line is team 2’s individual member’s defect probability. The solid

black line the defect probability of team 1 after either cooperation or defection by team 2,

and the dashed black line is team 1’s individual member’s defect probability after either

cooperation or defection by team 2.16

(a) Sequential WPD, team 2 moves first (b) Sequential WPD, team 1 moves first

Figure 6: Team Equilibrium in the Sequential WPD

When team 2 moves first, team 1’s individual voting probabilities for defect are inde-

16The black and dark gray curves coincide in the left panel (a) of Figure 6, so both appear as black.
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pendent of n, because x = y = 1, so the payoff difference between defect and cooperate for

team 1 is the same. In fact, they are the same as in the simultaneous version studied in

Section 3, namely H(y). So in this case, for any H(·) and for any n, the team equilibria

of the simultaneous move version and team 2 first mover sequential version of the game are

identical.

However, when team 1 moves first the team equilibria converge rapidly to the action

profile (C,C). When team 1 chooses cooperate, the difference in expected utility to team 2

between choosing defect and cooperate is −z < 0, so the individual voting probabilities are

H(−z) < 1
2
, and when team 1 chooses defect, the difference is y, so the individual voting

probabilities in this case are H(y) > 1
2
.

These voting probabilities are constant for all n, so team 2’s individual voting probability

of defection after defection converges to 1 and defection after cooperation converges to 0.

Therefore, as n increases, the expected utility difference between defection and cooperation

for team 1 decreases, and the team 1 individual voting probabilities and team probabilities

decrease and converge to 0 probability of defection.

7.3 Centipede Game

Finally, we analyze team equilibria in a 4-move centipede game with exponentially increasing

payoffs. At every outcome of this game, there is a high payoff and a low payoff, which

initially equal 4 and 1, respectively. Two teams (1 and 2) take turns choosing to take or pass

in sequence, starting with team 1. If team 1 chooses take the game ends, and team 1 receives

the higher payoff while team 2 receives the lower payoff. If team 1 chooses pass, the two

payoffs are doubled and team 2 gets to choose take or pass. This continues for up to 4 moves

(fewer if one of the teams takes before the 4 node of the game), with the payoffs doubling

after each pass. If pass is chosen at the last node, the game ends and team 1 receives 64

while team 2 receives 16. The two teams alternately play at most two nodes each in this

game.

Since this is a finite game, the unique subgame perfect Nash equilibrium can be solved

for by backward induction: choose take at every node.

In Figure 7 we display the team equilibrium majority-rule choice probabilities and individ-

ual voting probabilities for this game for (odd) n ranging from 1 to 119, and H(x) = 1
1+e−x/8

.
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In the left panel are the team probabilities and in the right panel are the individual voting

probabilities, with probability of taking and voting for take on the y axis and team size on

the x axis.

(a) Centipede Game, Team Take Prob-
abilities

(b) Centipede Game, Individual Voting
Probabilities

Figure 7: Team Equilibrium in the Centipede Game

At the final node of the game, observe that the individual voting probabilities are fixed at

H(16) ≈ 0.88. As n increases, the team probability of taking at this node converges rapidly

and monotonically to 1. Voting probabilities at the early nodes are influenced by the team

choice probabilities at future nodes. As n increases, the probability that the opposing team

will take at future nodes increases, decreasing the continuation value of passing. This causes

the voting probabilities for take to increase. Since, if the opposing team takes at the next

node with probability 1, it is better to take at the current node than to pass, the individual

voting probabilities converge to values strictly above 1/2, and so majority rule ensures that

all team take probabilities eventually converge to 1.

8 Discussion and Conclusions

This paper proposes and develops a theory of games played by teams of players. In many,

perhaps even most, applications of non-cooperative game theory in the social sciences, the

players in the game are not actually individuals, but collections of individuals - teams - who

collectively decide and implement a strategy in the game. Experimental economists and

psychologists have observed significantly different outcomes of laboratory games in which

strategy choices are made by teams compared with games in which strategy choices are

made by individuals. Our goal of developing a rigorous theoretical framework to understand
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how games are played by teams is motivated by the combination of the observation that

the actual players are teams in most applications of interest, combined with laboratory

findings that consistently demonstrate that teams do not make strategic choices the same as

individuals. As is the case for the laboratory implementations of games played by teams of

players, we assume all members of the same team face the same payoff function.

The general framework we develop here combines the non-cooperative approach to model

the strategic interaction between teams with a collective choice approach to the decision

making process within teams. The individual members of each team have correct beliefs on

average about the expected payoffs to each available team strategy, given the distribution

of strategy profiles being used by the other teams in the game. These beliefs are correct

on average, but they are subject to error. Because of this, these beliefs will generally be

different for the different members of a teams, and a team collective choice rule maps the

profile of error-prone beliefs of all members of the team into a strategy decision. Given

an error structure and a collective choice rule, this induces a probability distribution over

strategy choices for each team. A team equilibrium is a profile of mixed strategies, one for

each team, with the property that, the collective choice rule of each team will generate its

equilibrium mixed strategy, given the distribution of beliefs of the individual members of the

team, each of which are correct on average.

The approach is initially developed for finite games in strategic form. Four main results

are proved for strategic form team games. First, team equilibria generally exist. Second, we

identify a broad class of collective choice rules such that team response functions are payoff

monotone, in the sense that the probability a team chooses a particular action is increasing in

the true expected payoff of that action. We show that unanimity and positive responsiveness

are sufficient conditions on the team collective choice rule for the team response function to

be payoff monotone for all admissible error distributions. Third, we identify stronger con-

ditions on the collective choice rule that guarantee rank dependence, i.e., the property that

team choice probabilities are ordered by the actions’ true expected payoffs for all admissible

distributions of estimation errors. In the case of Kt = 2 the only additional condition that

is needed is neutrality, which implies that all scoring rules generate rank dependent team

response functions. For Kt > 2 we show that plurality rule and weighted average rules gen-

erate rank dependence. Fourth, we show that all anonymous scoring rules satisfy the Nash

convergence property. That is, as team sizes become large, all convergent sequences of team

equilibrium with anonymous scoring rules converge to a Nash equilibrium.
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Team equilibria for games in strategic form are illustrated for several 2× 2 games, where

the collective choice rule is majority rule and the number of team members is odd. These

examples illustrate two distinct effects of changing team size on outcomes. The first is the

reinforcement effect. If the probability any individual on a team choose one of the strategies

is p > 1/2, then the probability a majority of the individuals on the team choose that

strategy is greater than p, and is strictly increasing in the size of the team. The second effect

is the equilibrium effect, which arises because in equilibrium, p will generally vary with n,

and this equilibrium effect can go in the opposite direction from the reinforcement effect.

This equilibrium effect is especially important in games with a mixed strategy equilibrium,

where it comes to dominate the reinforcement effect in games with large teams.

The second half of the paper extends the framework to finite games in extensive form.

Individuals are assumed to have correct beliefs on average at every information set about the

expected continuation value of each available action at that information set. The results for

strategic form team games about payoff monotonicity and rank dependence of team response

functions and Nash convergence also apply to extensive form team games, with the latter

result strengthened to show that limit points of team equilibrium in extensive form games

are sequential equilibria. Team equilibrium in extensive form games is illustrated using

examples of games of perfect information and games of imperfect information where teams

have private types.

We hope this framework is a useful starting point for the further exploration and deeper

understanding of how teams of players play games. There are many open questions that

deserve further study and we mention a few. One is to generalize the class of collective

choice rules that have the Nash convergence property. We identified one broad class of such

collective choice rules (anonymous scoring rules), but we are well aware that there are other

rules with this property. An interesting related question is how to extend the results about

rank dependence with more than two actions to more general collective choice rules.

The framework can be expanded in several interesting directions. Many games of sig-

nificant interest have infinite strategy spaces, including oligopoly, auction, and bargaining

models in economics and spatial competition models in political science. In principle, the

framework might be able to accommodate such an extension, for example by using finite

approximations to the strategy space, but specific applications might face computational

challenges. Similarly, some Bayesian games of interest have a continuum of types; allowing

for a continuum of types would seem to be a feasible extension if the action spaces are finite.
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The incorporation of behavioral biases and preferences (loss aversion, judgement biases, so-

cial preferences, etc.) should be straightforward, provided the effects are homogeneous across

members of the group. A more challenging direction would be to extend the common values

approach of this paper to allow for heterogeneity of team members’ preferences in addition

to the heterogeneous beliefs assumed here.

Finally, it should be noted that there are alternative approaches to modeling team games

that are outside the scope of the framework presented here. For example, one might try

to formalize the notion of “truth wins” - i.e., the idea that the team will adopt the choice

favored by the most rational member of the group. This would require some formal notion of

how to rank the rationality of the group members (such as level-k), coupled with a theory of

persuasion, whereby the more rational members are able to change the beliefs of less rational

members. Another alternative approach, which is more in the spirit of implementation

theory and mechanism design, is to model the internal team decision making process as

non-cooperative game rather than an abstract collective choice rule. This would create a

nested game-within-a-game structure. In such an approach, it might be possible to model

the deliberation process by introducing an explicit communication structure, which would

add another layer of complexity.
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